The moth-inspired plume-tracing strategies on a single REMUS underwater vehicle successfully tracked a Rhodamine dye plume over 100 m and declared its source location in near-shore ocean environments that are characterized by turbulence, tides, and waves. This paper expands moth-inspired plume tracing via a single vehicle to multiple vehicles. The new strategy includes a mechanism determining a leader vehicle to perform moth-inspired plume-tracing maneuvers and a formation algorithm controlling non-leaders to follow the leader during plume-tracing missions. The Monte Carlo studies evaluate the strategy in a virtual environment where a simulated plume with significant filament intermittency and meander is developed. Considering our application, our simulation studies address an autonomous underwater vehicle's kinematics and dynamics. The results demonstrate plume-tracing performance achieved by multiple vehicles, which automatically switch their roles superior to the single vehicle.
Introduction
Olfactory-based mechanisms have been hypothesized for biological behaviors, e.g., foraging by lobsters (Basil & Atema, 1994) , foraging by blue crabs (Weissburg & Zimmer-Faust, 1994) , mate seeking, and foraging by moths (Carde´, 1996) . A review on insect finding distant, wind-borne sources of odor can be found in the recent article by Carde´and Willis (2008) . Koehl et al. (2001) further reported how lobster olfactory antennules hydro-dynamically alter the spatiotemporal patterns of concentration in turbulent odor plumes.
Recently there has been interest in developing autonomous vehicles capable of chemical plume tracing (CPT) (Cowen & Ward, 2002) . Vergassola, Villermaux, and Shraiman (2007) generalized the plume-tracing issue as ''infotaxis'' as a strategy for searching without gradients. The work by Belanger and Willis (1998) presented plume-tracing strategies, including counterturning strategies, intended to mimic moth behavior, and analyzed the performance in a computer simulation. Li, Farrell, and Carde´(2001) evaluated and optimized the moth-inspired plume-tracing strategies in a simulated plume with significant meander and intermittency of plume puffs. Grasso, Consi, Mountain, and Atema (2000) evaluated biomimetic strategies and challenged theoretical assumptions of the strategies by implementing biomimetic strategies on their robot lobster. The studies by Liao and Cowen (2002) and Weissburg et al. (2002) proposed sensor array-based strategies and suggested that search strategies based on following the ''edge'' of a plume (as opposed to the centerline) are robust. Russell (2001) included robotic implementation of algorithms that estimate statistics of the plume such as the plume centroid, and experiments where the chemical is constrained to a multiple-duct tunnel system. Ishida, Kagawa, Nakamoto, and Moriizumi (1996) used an array of sensors to track the plume by estimating the three-dimensional direction toward the odor source. Marques, Nunes, and Almeida (2002) performed plume-tracing tests using mobile robots in laboratory environments. Lilienthal, Ulmer, Froehlich, Werner, and Zell (2004) reported test results on proximity to a gas source when a laboratory robot maneuvered in the vicinity of the source location. Two research groups addressed CPT via multiple robots through swarm behaviors (Hayes, Martinoli, & Goodman, 2002; Zarzhitsky & Spears, 2005) . Recently, Meng, Yang, Wang, and Zeng (2011) used multi-robots to localize an odor source in airflow environments.
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) with CPT capabilities would be valuable in searching for deep-sea hydrothermal vents, finding unexploded ordnance in near-shore environments, and monitoring pollutants or localizing sources of hazardous chemicals in a harbor. The strategies proposed in the article (Li et al., 2001) were implemented on a REMUS underwater vehicle with a single chemical sensor for the in-water test runs in November and April 2002 at the San Clemente Island of California and in June 2003 in Duck, North Carolina (Li, Farrell, Pang, & Arrieta, 2006; Farrell, Pang, & Li, 2005) . The field experiments successfully demonstrated tracking of chemical plumes over 100 m and source identification accuracy in the order of tens of meters in the near-shore, oceanic fluid flow environments, where plumes were developed under turbulence, tides and waves. The most recent CPT in-water test run via an AUV at Dalian Bay in China (Kang, Li, Xu, Feng, & Li, 2011) also validated effectiveness of the moth-inspired CPT strategies.
The effective tracking of a chemical plume via multiple AUVs in ocean environments is a very challenging task. Based on the moth-inspired approaches that successfully tracked a chemical plume and declared the chemical source in the near-shore ocean environments, however, developing a new strategy for plume tracing via multiple AUVs allows us to simplify the design procedure. Effectively coordinating multiple AUVs to achieve a better CPT performance has become one of the most important issues. This paper extends mothinspired plume tracing via a single vehicle to multiple vehicles by redefining the Find-Plume, Maintain-Plume, Reacquire-Plume, and Declare-Source behaviors (Li et al., 2006) . Under the assumption of communication availability between the vehicles, we develop a coordination mechanism for selecting a leader among multiple vehicles, which leads the vehicle fleet to perform moth-inspired plume tracing and propose a formation algorithm for the control of the non-leader vehicles to follow the leader during CPT missions. We evaluate the proposed strategy in a simulated fluid-advected environment with scales of 100 m. The studies show that, in comparison with a single vehicle, CPT via a multiple-vehicles system significantly reduces the time cost for tracing the plume toward its source and identifying the source location, and slightly improves the accuracy of the declared source locations. Figure 1 shows a scenario of tracing a plume with a significant meander via multiple vehicles.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the moth-inspired CPT strategy. Section 3 presents the kinematics model for formation control of multiple vehicles. Section 4 develops a coordinate mechanism for multiple vehicles and a control law in regards to an AUV's kinematics for keeping multiple vehicles in a formation shape. Section 5 uses the Monte Carlo method to evaluate the proposed strategy by considering the AUV's dynamics. Section 6 draws some conclusions about the strategy and the test runs' results.
Moth-inspired plume tracing
The moth-inspired CPT strategies (Li et al., 2001 (Li et al., , 2006 consist of four fundamental behaviors: finding the plume (Find-Plume), maintaining the plume (Maintain-Plume), reacquiring the plume (Reacquire-Plume), and declaring the source location (Declare-Source). The Find-Plume behavior is designed to dominantly implement a cross-flow search for the entire operational area without any assumptions about the location of the plume source. The commanded heading is defined as u = w d (t, x, y) + sign(h)Du(t), which is an offset to the computed flow direction denoted by w d (t, x, y). The sign of the variable h will be 61. The variable Du(t) can only take on one of the two constant values Du(t) up or Du(t) down . How to choose an initial direction to start the Find-Plume behavior is discussed in Li et al. (2006) . The Maintain-Plume and Reacquire-Plume behaviors are abstracted from the location of the pheromoneemitting females by flying male moths (Carde´, 1996; Elkinton, Schal, Onto, & Carde´, 1987) . The Maintain-Plume behavior is described by Figure 1 . Tracking of a chemical plume with a significant meander via multiple vehicles. The vehicles automatically switch their roles to effectively trace the plume. A leader is controlled to stay in the middle between two followers during the chemical plumetracing mission.
where w d (t, x, y) is the flow direction, both Du(t) TrackÀIn and Du(t) TrackÀOut are the offset angles for Track-In and Track-Out activities, and T above and T below are durations for Track-In and Track-Out activities. The Reacquire-Plume behavior reacquires a contact with the plume in the situation where the chemical has not been detected for at least a few seconds. A cloverleafshaped trajectory or its variant (Li et al., 2001 (Li et al., , 2006 was used to implement the Reacquire-Plume behavior to cast for the lost chemical plume. The Declare-Source algorithms are derived from the moth-inspired plumetracing strategies (Li, 2010) . These algorithms use the last chemical detection points (LCDPs) to construct source identification zones for source identification. A chemical detection point at which a vehicle loses contact with the chemical plume for certain seconds is defined as LCDP. In this paper, we implement the SIZ_F source identification algorithm based on LCDPs for CPT missions. The SIZ_F algorithm maintains all LCDPs in the order of the current up-flow direction using the priority queue. The SIZ_F algorithm declares the source location when enough LCDPs, i.e., the number of LCDPs ! N min , are located in a source identification zone with a radius e F . We take N min =6 and e F =6 m as suggested in the article by Li (2010) . This algorithm was validated through our recent in-water test runs of tracing a Rhodamine dye plume via a single AUV (Kang et al., 2011) .
Formation control of multiple vehicles
In contrast to CPT via multiple vehicles (Hayes et al., 2002; Zarzhitsky & Spears, 2005) , we adopt the leaderfollower strategy (Edwards, Bean, Odell, & Anderson, 2004) to perform CPT missions via multiple vehicles. This strategy suits the control of swarm behaviors of the entire vehicle fleet and can guarantee the formation stability, as the leader can be replaced with a follower when it is defective. A formation approach maintains control of the multiple vehicles in two levels. Firstly, it determines a sub-target for the leader according to the current vehicles' status, and then generates trajectories to steer the vehicles toward the target in a formation shape depending on a control strategy.
Considering our further application of CPT via multiple AUVs in near-shore ocean environments, we establish the kinematic equations of the AUV to describe relative motions of the leader and a follower. In doing so, we define two types of coordinate systems: the world system f0g and a body system fig defined on a follower vehicle i, as depicted in Figure 2 . Let (n, c, u) be the vehicle's status, described in f0g, where v is the forward velocity in m/s, c is yaw angle in radians, and u is pitch angle in radians respectively, assuming the vehicle's roll angle u = 0.
The general rotation matrix from the world coordinate system f0g to the body coordinate system fig can be expressed by
The velocity equations of vehicle i described in 0 can be found by
Equation (4) can be written as
where A(u i , c i ) = ½cosu i cosc i cosu i sinc i À sinu i T . The position vector p i = ½x i , y i , z i T of vehicle i, described in system f0g can be obtained, by integral of Equation 5.
We use
to calculate the relative distance vector Dp f = ½Dx f , Dy f , Dz f T from a follower f to the leader l, described in the follower's body coordinate system ff g, where f 0 R is the rotation mapping from the world coordinate system f0g to the follower body system ff g. Note that subscript i indicates that the status of vehicle i is described in the world coordinate system f0g, whereas superscript f is described in the follower body system ff g. Figure 3a shows projections of the leader relative position on its two followers' body coordinate systems. Figure 3b shows the trajectories of the three autonomous vehicles under the formation control laws described in Equation 16. The leader, located in the middle along the motion direction, is moving on a linear trajectory indicated by the red trajectory, whereas both of the two followers follow the leader on both of its sides and generate the green and blue trajectories.
Chemical plume tracing via multiple vehicles
For CPT missions via multiple autonomous vehicles, we re-define the Find-Plume, Maintain-Plume, Reacquire-Plume, and Declare-Source behaviors below. The Find-Plume behavior controls the multiple vehicles to search for a plume in the entire operational area using cross-flow trajectories without any assumptions about the location of the chemical plume and its source. The Reacquire-Plume behavior controls the multiple vehicles to follow a cloverleaf-shaped trajectory or its variation to cast the lost plume. Obviously, the Find-Plume or the Reacquire-Plume maneuvers using multiple AUVs increase the chance of finding or casting the plume. The multiple vehicles system activates its Maintain-Plume behavior once one of the vehicles detects a chemical plume. During Maintain-Plume maneuvers, the leader vehicle utilizes the Track-In and Track-Out activities to move up-flow toward the source location, whereas the non-leader vehicles server as guarders to follow the leader. For chemical source declaration via the multiple AUVs, the inputs to the SIZ_F algorithm are the LCDPs collected by all the AUVs, instead of a single one. Only the leader AUV declares the source location. Its pseudo code is given in 
to choose the leader, where A i is the leader competition coefficient of vehicle i, rand() generates a random number between 0 and 1, A max is the maximum among all competition coefficients, and the vehicle with A max is the leader. For the Maintain-Plume behavior, we use
to choose the leader, where d is the threshold defined for chemical sensor, D i is chemical detected time for vehicle i, a, b, and k are the positive constants, u(C i À d) is a unit-step function and its output is 1 when C i ! d, and C i is the chemical concentration detected by vehicle i and its model is discussed in the work by Li et al. (2001) . Compared with the time lag of the vehicle dynamics, the chemical sensor's response time can be ignored. In our study, we choose a=b=0.5 and k=1.0. Equation 8 selects the vehicle that first detects the chemical plume as the leader to start the Maintain-Plume behavior during the course of a CPT mission. When a vehicle is selected as the leader, it should be controlled to stay in the middle between the two followers during CPT missions, whereas the two followers follow and keep a distance from the leader, as shown in The proposed strategy for the plume tracing via multiple vehicles inherits the demonstrated advantage of the moth-inspired plume tracing via a single vehicle, i.e., it uses a leader in the multiple vehicles system to perform the Find-Plume, Maintain-Plume, Reacquire-Plume, and Declare-Source behaviors. Being superior to the single vehicle system, the multiple vehicles system determines dynamically its leader during the course of CPT missions according to the vehicles' statuses and environment information so that each vehicle in the multiple vehicles system potentially acts as a leader. Through communication between the vehicles, the leader has to direct the nonleaders to find the plume, trace the plume, cast the plume, and declare the plume source location. Figure  4 shows the behavior switching diagram-based coordination mechanism for a multi-vehicle system, which is designed by adding a Formation-Keeping behavior to the diagram for a single vehicle system (Farrell et al., 2005) . The symbol d denotes the behavior switch that is on when chemical is detected, s denotes the behavior switch that turns on when source is declared, c denotes the behavior switch that is on when the vehicle's role is switched, d denotes the behavior switch that is on when chemical is not detected for some time interval, s denotes the behavior switch that is on when source is not declared, and the symbol c denotes the behavior switch that is on when the vehicle's role remains unchanged. Once the leader changes its role, it acts as a follower by switching its behavior to Formation-Keeping. For the followers, their fundamental behavior is Formation-Keeping. Each follower probably switches its role into that of a leader when it triggers a Track-In activity, as Table 1 . SIZ_F algorithm for identifying the plume source via an AUV fleet indicated by a dash-dot arrow labeled with d \ c in Figure 4 , and at the same time the former leader becomes a follower.
In our application, we use three autonomous vehicles to perform CPT missions while maintaining a triangular formation. In order to implement the Formation-Keeping behavior, we calculate the deviations of the relative distance vector in Equation 6 and then obtain the velocity vector
where p l = ½x l , y l , z l T and p f = ½x f , y f , z f T are the locations of the leader and the follower described in the world coordinate system, and D _ p f is described in the follower coordinate system ff g, respectively.
Considering the orthogonality of f 0 R and using Equations 5 and 6, we have cos
where Dc = c f À c l and
Plugging the Equations 11-13 into 10, we have 
When the distance of a follower to the leader is assigned, i.e., D _ p f in Equation 15 is given, we can obtain the formation control law for a follower (Cui, Xu, Xu, Yan, & Pan, 2007) :
where x e and y e represent the formation errors between the follower's actual location and the trajectory to be followed on the axes X and Y, and the control coefficients g, k 1 and k 2 are positive constants that mainly affect the forward velocity, the yaw angle and pitch angle rates of the follower. In our application, we Figure 4 . Behavior switching diagram-based coordination mechanism for multiple vehicles to trace a chemical plume.
choose g = 16, k 1 = 0:1 and k 2 = 0:01. By considering the vehicle's dynamics (Kang, 2010) , we simulate different formation strategies to evaluate the formation performance. During the simulation studies, the leader's velocity is set as constant 6 knots, whereas the followers' velocities are adjusted to between 1 and 8 knots (0.5-4.0 m/s) to maintain the assigned formation. Figure 5 represents a simulation result on maintaining a triangular formation. It clearly demonstrates that using the proposed control law the formation errors are eliminated quickly. For in-water test runs, we use data collected by the Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) to calculate the actual vehicle's location (Li et al., 2006; Farrell et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2011; Tian, Li, Zhang, & Yu, 2011) . This localization technique can be directly applied for each AUV in the multiple AUV system.
Simulation evaluation
We evaluate the strategy for moth-inspired CPT via multiple vehicles in a simulated fluid-advected environment (Sutton & Li, 2008) , which upgrades the version of Farrell, Murlis, Long, Li, and Carde´(2002) by expanding the filament-based plume model from two dimensions to three dimensions. The upgraded version allows us conveniently to define multiple vehicles and plume sources, as shown in Figure 6 . The plume model (Farrell et al., 2002) does not specify any type of plume, but addresses the major characters that challenge CPT algorithms, such as significant intermittency between chemical filaments, significant plume meander, noise and uncertainty of sensors, and magnitude and direction variation of flow fluid at time and location. The detailed analysis of this model and the data comparison between the simulated and real plumes can be found in Farrell et al. (2002) . The operational area is specified by [0, 100]3 [250, 50] in meters. The filament release rate is 5 filaments per second, the simulation time step is 0.01 s, and the mean fluid velocity is 1.0 m/s. The measured fluid flow is corrupted by additive noise that is a white normal random process. The plume source is located at (10, 0) in meters, which is unknown to the vehicles fleet. The home location is defined as (110, 40) in meters outside the operational area. The operation time is limited to T max =1000 s. For each CPT mission, the vehicle fleet starts around the home location and returns to the home location when the vehicle fleet identifies the source location or reaches its maximum mission time T max .
The evaluation studies are to compare the CPT performances via a single vehicle with those via multiple vehicles. Both strategies run in the same simulated fluid-advected environment concurrently. The simulation studies keep changing the chemical plume in a fluid environment over time, and 1000 CPT test runs are performed for our studies. Vehicle speed can be adjusted between 1 and 8 knots (between 0.5 and 4.0 m/s). Figure 6 shows a run of the CPT mission, including the Find-Plume, Maintain-Plume, Reacquire-Plume, and Declare-Source behavior activities. The vehicle fleet starts its CPT mission around the home location. Vehicle 1 is selected as the leader and activates Find-Plume behavior, and vehicles 2 and 3 follow the leader to perform a cross-flow search for the chemical plume in the operational area. Since vehicle 3 first detects the plume, it becomes the leader, as shown in Figure 6a . Once vehicle 3 activates Maintain-Plume behavior as the new leader and uses Track-In and Track-Out activities toward the chemical source location, while the other vehicles start to follow the new leader via communication. For example, vehicle 1 switches its role to a follower, so it moves to the left side of the leader to build another triangular formation and maintains this formation by following the leader, as shown in Figure  6b . When vehicle 3 loses its contact with the chemical for a certain number of seconds, it activates Reacquire-Plume behavior to cast for the lost chemical, and vehicles 1 and 2 follow the leader on cloverleaf-shaped trajectories. As vehicle 2 first casts the lost plume during Reacquire-Plume activity, it switches its role to the leader and triggers a new Maintain-Plume activity. In the meantime, vehicle 3 turns its role to that of a follower and moves to the right side to build a new triangular formation. Vehicle 2 leads the vehicle fleet to reach the source location, as shown in Figure 6c . Figure  6d demonstrates Declare-Source activities of the vehicle fleet to identify the source location. Figure 1 shows the more difficult tracking of the chemical plume related to a significant meander via multiple vehicles. Tables 2 and 3 list the result of the evaluation studies in three aspects: reliability, accuracy, and time cost. The results show that CPT via the multiple vehicles significantly reduces the time cost for tracing the plume and declaring the source location, and slightly improves the source location accuracy. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a novel strategy for a mothinspired CPT via multiple AUVs under formation control. The leader in the vehicle fleet is responsible for finding the plume, tracing the plume, casting the plume, and declaring the source location, whereas the two followers serve as guarders keeping the leader in the middle when performing CPT missions. Figure 7 displays the trajectories from the home location to the plume source location during the leaders' maneuvers.
The leaders generate these nearly linear trajectories, which are close to the shortest paths to find the plume and to trace the plume toward its source location. The test run in Figure 6c shows that a follower (vehicle 2) detects the chemical plume and takes over the leader role when the leader (vehicle 1) activates the Reacquire-Plume behavior after it loses its contact with the plume for a certain number of seconds, so that the time cost for casting the plume on cloverleaf-shaped trajectories significantly decreases, i.e., the time cost for plume tracing is greatly reduced, as indicated in Table 2 . The time cost for declaring the source location is also reduced because creating LCDPs in parallel by multiple vehicles allows the source declaration to be speeded up. The tracking of a chemical plume via multiple vehicles is more robust as oppose to a single vehicle, whereas if one vehicle is defective in the vehicle fleet the rest of vehicles can continue the CPT mission. Compared with the cooperation mode of the previous multi-robot CPT strategies (e.g., Hayes et al., 2002; Meng et al., 2011) , the main advantages of the leaderfollower strategy are addressed below. First, the tracking of a plume with a significant meander using a nonleader-follower strategy may frequently activate the Reacquire-Plume behavior to cast the lost plume. However, the leader-follower strategy can eliminate a number of Reacquire-Plume activities, as one of the followers may still keep contact with the intermittent plume when the leader loses the plume. Furthermore, the vehicle fleet has an improved ability to maintain contact with the intermittent plume during the vehicles' role switch as they maneuver ''in the intermittent plume'' in different directions. The two simulation examples compare the plume-tracing trajectory created by the leader-follower strategy shown in Figure 8a and the one by the non-leader-follower strategy shown in Figure 8b . Clearly, the leader-follower strategy controls the vehicle fleet to travel a short distance to reach the source location. The coordination mechanisms of the non-leader-follower strategy evaluated in this study is comparable with those of the multi-robot CPT strategies (e.g., Hayes et al., 2002) . Second, the leaderfollower strategy also improves the source identification performance, whereas the multi-robot CPT strategies (e.g. Hayes et al., 2002; Marques et al., 2002) do not address this issue. Finally, the proposed strategy is evaluated by considering the vehicle dynamics, which significantly affects CPT performance. For tracing a plume via multiple AUVs, there always exists a trade-off of determining AUVs number between the system cost and CPT performance. This study suggests that it would be enough to use three vehicles to trace a plume of the Rhodamine dyes developed in a turbulent, near-shore, oceanic fluid flow, which was used for in-water test runs, as shown in Figures 9a and  9b . Considering the AUV turning radius, we control distances of followers to the leader between 10 and 20 m to cover the Rhodamine dye plume with a width in the order of tens of meters. Adding any new vehicles into the multi-vehicles system requires that just the following distances of the new followers to the leader need to determine. Because the communication between AUVs is still a bottleneck for application of AUVs in ocean environments, we assume that communication between AUVs is available for developing the new algorithm. The algorithm suggests that the leader negotiates with the followers in a distributed way. Each individual vehicle behaves as a single independent moth-vehicle to trace the chemical plume when the communication link between the vehicles is broken. This paper focuses on simulation evaluation on the proposed strategy. Differently from plume-tracing tests via mobile robots in environments with scales of a few meters, the proposed plume-tracing strategies, which are evaluated by using the simulated plume in an operational area with a large scale (over 100 m), address not only patchy odor concentrations but also significant plume meander. The significant plume meander is yielded when the plume is transported over a significant distance from its source location. The significant plume meander often causes a vehicle to lose contact with the plume because the instantaneous fluid flow direction within the plume with the significant meander is not always aligned with the plume's long axis because of the time lag of forming the plume. Our field tests were done by a direct transition from the simulated environment to the near-shore ocean environments.
The successful in-water test runs of tracing the Rhodamine dye plumes via a moth-inspired vehicle (Li et al., 2006; Farrell et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2011 ) support our design procedure, i.e., the moth-inspired CPT algorithms evaluated in the simulated environment are effective for tracing the Rhodamine dye plumes, as shown in Figures 9a and  9b , which were developed in the ocean environments at the San Clemente Island of California and at Dalian Bay in China, respectively. The width range of both plumes is about tens of meters.
Our further research will be to expand CPT missions via multiple vehicles from two dimensions to three dimensions. In particular for locating deep-sea hydrothermal vents, we need to systemically evaluate the tracking of hydrothermal plumes with both buoyant and non-buoyant features. 
